APPENDIX R

SPECIFICATIONS:

CATALOGUE NO.: KLCS-LAC-V-70MED-MH-208-ES2-D8
QUANTITY: 9
COLOUR: Aztex Jade
FINISH: Etched
PROT. TUBE MTL.: Acrylic
IES CLASSIFIC.: Type V
WATTAGE: 70W
LIGHT SOURCE: Metal Halide
LINE VOLTAGE: 208V
OPTIONS:
APPROX. HGT.: 34L

APPROVED ED. Anderson
SPECIFICATIONS

CATALOGUE NO.: K85-EPG-III-400(MOG)

-1/2"N.P.T. x 2"L PIPE NIPPLE
-1 1/2" N.P.T. INTERNAL THREAD
-1/4"-20 x 3/4"L ST.STL.SOC.SET SCREW
2" N.P.T. EXTERNAL THREAD

GLOBE MATL.: GLASS
IES CLASSIFIC.: TYPE III
WATTAGE: 400W
LIGHT SOURCE: METAL HALIDE
VOLTAGE: 480V
PAINT: FEDERAL GREEN
OPTIONS: SAFETY CHAIN
LAMP: BY OTHERS, VERTICAL

BALLAST INFORMATION:

BALLAST TYPE: CWA
BALLAST MANUFACTURER: ADVANCE
CATALOG NUMBER: 71A6041

OPTIONS:
QUICK DISCONNECT
TERMINAL BLOCK
OTHER:

KING LUMINAIRE

TM LIGHTING

FLORIDA GULF COAST UNIVERSITY
K85 LUMINAIRE FBCU-3
POLE TOP: 5 3/8" FL/FL

- FOUR FIN CAP
  (PAINTED GREEN)

- 3/8" INSERTS (SEE POLE TOP VIEW)
- 1 1/2" x 3" WIRING APERTURE
- 3/4" THROUGH HOLE (TYP.)

SPECIFICATIONS

CATALOGUE NO.: E-350-BPD-G-551
- C/W FC
- C/W KA30-S-1-72

SECTION: OCTAGONAL
COLOR: AZTEC JADE
FINISH: POLISHED
POLE TOP: 5 3/8" FL/FL
POLE BUTT: 9 3/4" FL/FL
POLE LENGTH: 30’ 0”
APPROX. WGT.: 1,201 lbs
QUANTITY: 8

2 - 3/8" INSERT
@ 180° APART

COLOR & FINISH:
- COLOR: AZTEC JADE
- FINISH: POLISHED

35’ 0”

POLE TOP DETAIL

- 2/3/4” INSERTS
  ON A 3 5/8” DIA.
  BOLT CIRCLE

SIGNAL HEADPLATE
- (LABEL AS TYPE A000)
- 2 5/8” X 6” POLYMER RECESSED H.H. BOX
  & COVERPLATE C/W ALLEN HEAD SCREWS
  & #6 COPPER GROUND WIRE
  COLOR: GREEN

2 - 2 1/2” X 5”
WIRING APERTURES
BOTH SIDES

CUSTOMER APPROVAL: E. Anderson

STRESSCRETE INC.
2020 ENERGY LANE
MONTGOMERY, AL 36117-4342
PHONE: (205) 339-2978 FAX: (205) 339-4842

DRAWING NUMBER: 3/30/03
DRAWN BY: R.L.
CHECKED BY: R.L.
APPROVAL Dwg: 43002B

GREAT SOUTHERN ORDER No. 1034242

FLORIDA GULF COAST UNIVERSITY
POLE TOP: 5 3/8" FL/FL

FOUR FIN CAP (PAINTED GREEN)

3/8" INSERTS (SEE POLE TOP VIEW)

1 1/2" x 3" WIRING APERTURE

3/4" THROUGH HOLE (TYP.)

SPECIFICATIONS

CATALOGUE NO.: E-300-BP0-G-5S1
C/W FC
C/W KA30-S-1-72

SECTION: OCTAGONAL

COLOR: AZTEC JADE

FINISH: POLISHED

POLE TOP: 5 3/8" FL/FL

POLE BUTT: 9 1/8" FL/FL

POLE LENGTH: 30' 0"

APPROX. WGT.: 1,201 lbs

QUANTITY: 4

CUSTOMER APPROVAL: E. Anderson

STRESSCRETE INC.

2000 ENERGY LANE
NORTHPORT, ALABAMA 35476-3442
PHONE (205) 339-9711 FAX (205) 339-4913

DRAWN: DAVE
REV: 07/30/03

FLORIDA GULF COAST UNIVERSITY
KING U.S. ORDER NO. 24106 F
CUSTOMER ORDER NO. 06041055

LUMINAIRES SPECIFICATIONS
CATALOGUE NO.: KB5-EQP-II-400(MOG)
- MH-480
QUANTITY: 3
TYPE "A" =
TYPE "A2" =

GLOBE MATL: GLASS
IES CLASSIFFIC.: TYPE III
WATTAGE: 400W
LIGHT SOURCE: METAL HALIDE
LINE VOLTAGE: 480V
PAINT: FEDERAL GREEN
OPTIONS:

ARM SPECIFICATIONS
CATALOGUE NO.: KA30-S-6'
QUANTITY: 3
TYPE "A" =
TYPE "A2" =

MATERIAL: ALUMINUM
PAINT: FEDERAL GREEN

NOTE: LAMP BY OTHERS

NOTE: ALL BOLTS C/W NUTS, WASHERS & LOCKWASHERS

KA30-S-6' SCROLL ARM C/W DECORATIVE SCROLL
KB5 CHICAGO LUMINAIRE

(2) 5/8"-11 HEX HEAD
BOLTS x 8" LONG

3/8"-16 HEX HEAD
BOLTS x 1 1/4" LONG

POLE REF.

MOUNTING DETAIL
1" x 3/8" x 1 1/4" SLOPS
ALUMINUM CHANNEL

NOTE: LAMP BY OTHERS

REV. ALTERATION E.C.N. DATE BY
A QUANTITY CHANGED 04/30/80 AA
B HARDWARE LENGTH CHANGED 05/14/82 AA
1 FINIAL
CAST ALUMINUM
PAINT: GOLD

38 3/8"

9 3/4"

K118 GLOBE
ACRYLIC

GLOBE BASE
(CAST ALUMINUM)

(3) 3/8" x 1 1/2" L ST.STL.
CUP-TIP SET SCREWS @ 120° APART

K5/K9 CAPITAL
CAST ALUM.
PAINT: FEDERAL GREEN
TO FIT OVER 7"
O.D. ALUM. RING

2 SETS OF (3) 3/8" x 3/4" L
ST.STL. CUP-TIP SET SCREWS
@ 120° APART

BALLAST INFORMATION:

BALLAST TYPE: HX-HPF
BALLAST MANUFACTURER: ADVANCE
CATALOG NUMBER: 71AS390

OPTIONS:
QUICK DISCONNECT ☐
OTHER:

SPECIFICATIONS:

CATALOGUE NO.: K118-EAR-V-100(MED)

- M-100 (MT) - K5/K9

QUANTITY: 2
GLOBE MAT'L: ACRYLIC
IES CLASSIFIC.: TYPE V
WATTAGE: 100W
LIGHT SOURCE: METAL HALIDE
LINE VOLTAGE: 4.24 V (MULTI-TAP)
POLE ADAPTOR: K5/K9 (PAINT: FED. GREEN)
OPTIONS:

NOTE: LAMP BY OTHERS

CUSTOMER APPROVAL:

KING LUMINAIRE

DRAWING NAME: K118 APPROVAL
DRAWING NO.: FGCU-13
DATE: 06/18/04
DRAWN BY: A.A.

PROJECT/CUSTOMER:
FLORIDA GULF COAST UNIVERSITY (TYPE B)